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3200 years later, on this same day in

1927, the Previous lubavitcher rebbe,

rabbi Yosef Yitzchak Schneersohn, was

released from prison with his death sen-

tence being commuted first to 10 years

and then to 3 years in exile. this turned

out to be the “beginning of his 

redemption,” since nine days later (12-13

tammuz) he was completely released.

16 years ago, in 1994, another voice

ceased. a shining sun stopped in its

tracks. leaving a new battle to be

fought.

Was it redemption, or the beginning of an

exile? in 1927 the commuted sentence

ended up being a complete redemption.

but where do we stand in regard to the

events in 1994? Was it a sun being 

silenced and stopped, or was it allowing

us to continue battling to victory?

Gimmel tammuz 1994 was a dark Satur-

day night, when we had just concluded

reading the chapter in the torah called

Korach, and beginning to read chukat.

Korach is the story of a challenge to a

rebbe and the reaffirmation of the im-

portance of a rebbe. in his uprising

against moshe rabbeinu Korach chal-

lenged the very need for a rebbe. moses

turns to G-d Who then reaffirms and
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? ?W h A T  I s  G I M M E L  T A M M U Z ?

5

1 Seder Olam Rabba chapter 11.

5

??Gimmel tammuz, the third day in the

Hebrew month of tammuz, remains a

mysterious and enigmatic day in the 

calendar.

on this day1, over three millennia ago

(exactly 3283 years ago), Joshua

miraculously stopped the sun. Joshua

was leading the Jewish people in one of

the battles to conquer the land of israel.

Victory was imminent, but darkness was

about to fall. Shemesh b’giveon dom

(Joshua 10:12-13). “Sun,” proclaimed

Joshua, “be still at Giv'on; moon, at the

ayalon valley” (Joshua 10:12). the heav-

enly bodies acquiesced, halting their

progress through the sky until israel's

armies brought the battle to its success-

ful conclusion. commentaries explain,

that the sun’s movement is due to its

singing praise to G-d. this song causes the

sun in heaven to bow from east to west.

in order to stop the sun’s movement,

Joshua commanded the sun to be silent

and cease singing, causing it to remain

standing still in its place.

the verse continues and tells us (10:14):

“there has never been a day like it before

or since, a day when G-d listened to a

man. Surely G-d was fighting for israel.”

5
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demonstrates the vital role of a rebbe.

chukat is the story of death and how we

heal from death. Juxtaposed between

these two narratives – the need for a

rebbe and the healing of death – is Gim-

mel tammuz… teetering on a thin line

between darkness and light, between

death and life, between a rebbe and his

people, Gimmel tammuz both challenges

and empowers us to define the meaning

of a rebbe and our relationship with him.

Yet another enigma.

as you see, we have more questions than

answers. Gimmel tammuz remains unre-

solved – for now. 

“there has never been a day like 

it before or since.”

16 years ago, in 1994, the sun stopped

and everything changed for us. and yet

we are still here – driven to fulfill the

rebbe’s mission. the sun is shining – yet

it is stuck, waiting. Waiting for the battle

to be finished.

We do not have a direct answer or expla-

nation for Gimmel tammuz. a paradox:

We don’t know why. but we know what we

must do: forge ahead and bring the

rebbe’s message and inspiration, the

rebbe’s light and redemption to everyone

we meet. the rebbe provided us with a

comprehensive blueprint and charged us

with a mission and tools. now more than

ever we must illuminate and transform

the world – spreading the wellsprings out-

ward, until we fill the world with divine

knowledge as the waters cover the sea.

Just as in times of Joshua, “G-d listened to

a man” and stopped the sun, now too, our

actions can surely entice G-d to listen 

to us and allow the sun to continue its

journey. 

We can finish the battle, cause the sun to

begin singing and moving again; we 

can bring on the full and complete 

redemption.

W h Y ?  W h A T  W I L L  B E ?

“…  What will be? – Do I know what the Rebbe is thinking? It is his responsibility, he
will certainly take care. How? I don’t know. There are other things that I don’t know…” 

– Rebbe’s Letter, Igros Kodesh vol. 3 p. 308.

“…  When faced with formidable questions and challenges, Jews don’t ask “why?” – why
these things happened? They ask “what”? – what can and must we do to move forward. 
G-d provides a person all the resources he needs to build a productive life. G-d does not
ask us to do something we are unable to accomplish. If we needed to know why certain
things happen in order to accomplish our mission, G-d would surely have informed us.
Since He did not, that is clear evidence that we don’t need an answer to forge ahead…”  

– Rebbe’s Letter, Kislev 1973
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fiVe maJor PrinciPleS of tHe rebbe tHat HaVe 
tHe PoWer to cHanGe SocietY

Gimmel tammuz lecture

Saluting the Shluchim and the Shluchos, the rebbe’s personal emissaries, 

who are the living arms, legs, mouthpieces, minds and hearts who demonstrate 

the rebbe’s eternal impact on the world.

W
ho is the lubavitcher rebbe and

why is it important to know

about him today? What were the

rebbe’s major contributions to society?

despite all that has been said, written and

published about the rebbe’s greatness, i

submit that his most revolutionary and

pioneering impact has yet to truly be 

appreciated. and once we discover the

rebbe’s approach, it will change our lives.

Personal relevance

before addressing any major contribution

or solution, we must first define the prob-

lem.

What is the biggest challenge plaguing the

Jewish people today? the one word 

answer is: relevance. Whether it is an 

observant or non-observant Jew, the 

single greatest lack is the relevance of 

Judaism to our personal lives.

People pursue that which is relevant to

them. if something has no relevance, you

will either ultimately reject it, or your

commitment to it will be at best mechan-

ical and hollow. most Jews today, 

unfortunately, do not relate to torah’s

personal message. that’s why it should

not come as a surprise that 60% of 

buddhists in america are Jewish. Jews are

seekers. if they don’t find spiritual 

nourishment in their own backyard they

will seek it elsewhere.

as far as observant Jews go, how many are

following tradition by rote? mitzvat

anoshim me’lumodah – habitual and 

mechanical Judaism. How many look to

torah to find answers to their personal

struggles and psychological dilemmas?

and yet we are told that the torah is

torat chaim – the torah of life, hi

chayeinu v’orech yomeinu, she is our 

sustenance and our length of days. 

of the millions of words uttered by the

rebbe, what was his most common and

prevalent expression? What phrase did

Cont’d
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the rebbe use more often than any

other? torah m’loshon hora’ah – torah is

rooted in the word directive. the torah

is a guide for life. the rebbe repeated this

phrase in virtually every one of his talks,

and often many times even in the same

talk. 

from a scholarly perspective you have to

wonder: Why the need to reiterate this

statement so many times, again and

again? the answer is both simple and pro-

found: recognizing that the greatest chal-

lenge of our time is the torah’s personal

relevance, the rebbe kept driving home

the key antidote – that torah is a guide, a

personal blueprint for life.

relevance, the rebbe teaches, is the only

way to revitalize Judaism.

How do we find relevance in torah and

mitzvot? by looking into the soul of the

torah and mitzvot. the body of torah

teaches us the mechanics – the technical

rules that govern when, how and what we

should be doing. the soul of torah brings

Judaism to life – revealing how a mitzvah

actualizes your soul, and empowers you

to perform the mitzvah with passion and

warmth. the rebbe continuously chal-

lenged us not to follow Judaism by habit;

b’chol yehiyu b’aynecho chadoshim, every

day mitzvot should be done in a 

completely new way, like they were never

done before! We never do a mitzvah twice

the same way; every time we don tefillin

or light a Shabbat candle, for example,

even if technically it’s the exact same

mitzvah you did yesterday or last week,

you do it with a new passion and energy,

with new personal relevance, addressing

your present challenges.  every time you

say ‘Shema,’ it should have a unique

meaning, even for the same individual, 

reflecting and addressing your current

state of being. 

relevance. in every personal encounter

with the rebbe, in every fabrengen with

the rebbe, in every sicha delivered by the

rebbe, you’ll always find the focus on the

personal dimension – the personal rele-

vance of Judaism to our daily lives.

g
He was stunned, but remained quiet.  

recognizing that the professor won’t say

anything, the rebbe continued, “i’ll tell

you what i see when i look at you. i see a

divine soul waiting to be released.”  then

he turned again to this professor and said

to him, “so now what do you see when

you look at me?’  the professor replied,

“i see an observant Jew.” the rebbe 

responded, “that’s not who i am.”

A Soul Waiting To 
Be Released
a Shliach brought an english professor

from london to see the rebbe.  the pro-

fessor sat very cold and silent. to break

the ice, the rebbe turned to him and

asked, “tell me, when you look at me

what do you see?”
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F I V E  P R I N C I P L E s

Here are five fundamental principles

that the rebbe used to express Judaism’s

universal and personal relevance to 

our lives:

1. mission: each and every person has an

indispensable mission to accomplish.  

2. integration: finding unity and common

denominators in every aspect of your life,

in every life experience, and in all knowl-

edge. 

3. Self-initiating effort: be proactive. Gen-

erate opportunities. do not wait for

someone to give them to you on a plat-

ter.  

4. Persistence: relentless and unwavering

commitment to growth. even if you face

setbacks, even if at times it may not make

sense, always persist in your good com-

mitments.  

5. destination: the journey of life, the

journey of history, with all its twists and

turns, ups and downs, is leading to a des-

tination: moshiach. our behavior and ac-

tions play a vital role in reaching the

destination.

these five core messages, which permeate

all the rebbe’s teachings, respond to the

five greatest challenges facing us today.

and they serve as a blueprint to find spir-

itual relevance in a secular world.

1 .  m i S S i o n

You are indispensable. therefore every-

thing you do matters now and forever.

one of the critical elements missing in

many people’s lives today is a sense of

calling and mission. due to a variety of

reasons, including prosperity and its re-

sulting complacency, we take many of our

freedoms for granted, and do not feel a

sense of urgency beckoning us. our highly

technological universe has also made

many of us feel insignificant. can i, one

person among 6 billion, really make a dif-

ference?

declares the rebbe: “birth is G-d saying

that you matter.” each one of us was

specifically chosen and sent to earth with

an indispensable mission to fulfill. How

many times did we hear the rebbe em-

phasizing this recurrent theme? “every-

one gathered here,” the rebbe once said

at a farbrengen of thousands of people,

“every one of you, without exception, has

something to contribute that you and

only you can accomplish! no one else that

ever lived or will ever live – not moses, not

the greatest of the greats – can accom-

plish the mission you were charged with.”

You are indispensable. this is the single

most important and powerful message

that you will ever hear. because remem-

ber: if you don’t matter, then everything

you do doesn’t really matter…

Cont’d
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However, since you do absolutely matter –

G-d chose you to fulfill a unique mission –

then the consequences of your actions are

far-reaching, they have the power to

change the world forever! 

this message is critical at all times. but

the rebbe realized that it was especially

relevant to our modern times. We live in

an insecure world. many people grow up

today with a profound feeling of insignif-

icance; that they don’t really matter. the

paradox is great:

With all our scientific breakthroughs, ad-

vanced communications and technologies,

we live in a profoundly depersonalized

universe. in our increasingly intercon-

nected universe we have never felt so 

disconnected– desperately seeking healthy

intimacy and enduring relationships. our

workplace has never been so efficient; our

homes never so deficient. a deep spiritual

void exists within most of us. People are

plagued with low self esteem and unpar-

alleled personal emptiness.

the antidote to this profound vacuum is

the rebbe’s first principle: You are on a

mission – absolutely indispensable. and it

behooves you – you carry the responsibil-

ity – to find out what unique contribution

you must make. there’s no question that

you have a unique mission. You simply

have to discover what it is.

Cont’d
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g
Earning the Right to
Become a Chassid
zalman Jaffe, a businessman from london,

england, had a very interesting, and we

could even say entertaining, relationship

with the rebbe. the first time he came to

the rebbe was in the early ‘60’s.  When he

went into the rebbe’s room for yechidus, a

personal audience, the rebbe, as was his

custom, showed him a chair to sit down. He

refused the invitation and remained stand-

ing; he wouldn’t sit.

after a few introductory words, the rebbe

said to mr. Jaffe “i’m uncomfortable with

you standing.” He responded, “i can’t sit

down.” the rebbe asked, “Why can’t you sit

down?”  “i was told not to sit.” “Who told

you?” the rebbe asked.  “the man who told

me, wouldn’t want me to share that.” the

rebbe smiled and said, “listen, if you won’t

tell him, i won’t tell him.” mr. Jaffe said,

“well, it was rabbi ben-tzion Shemtov, one

of the rebbe’s emissaries in london.  rabbi

Shemtov instructed me, “i won’t tell you

much, but when you go see the rebbe you

should know that a chassid doesn’t sit in

the rebbe’s presence. the rebbe’s the

rebbe. a chassid stands with derech eretz,

with respect.”

after listening closely, the rebbe said to

mr. Jaffe: “to be a chassid does not come

automatically. You have to earn it. You

come three times to see me and then you

can decide.  You want to be a chassid? then

you’ll stand. meanwhile you can sit.”

g
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lives connecting the details – and direct-

ing them to a higher cause. 

in all his talks the rebbe would strip ideas

down to their bare bones and find the

unifying elements that connected them

all. When discussing any torah concept

the rebbe would weave together all the

different methods and dimensions of 

interpretation (pshat, remez, drush, sod)

and demonstrate how they were all part

of one larger picture. the rebbe used the

same approach in addressing life: We are

charged with bringing harmony into our

fragmented psyches, tranquility into our

split communities, peace into our divisive

world. We must integrate all forms of du-

ality – mind and heart, form and function,

matter and spirit, body and soul.

3 .  S e l f - i n i t i a t i n G  e f f o r t

do not wait until you are called upon;

do not be a passive observer; initiate,

take charge and lead the way.

the third principle is, in the words of the

rebbe, “avodah b’ko’ach atzmo,” self 

initiated effort. observe the rebbe’s

structure of the entire shlichus system.

the rebbe clearly inspired it and inspired

his students to become shluchim. but, as

the rebbe made absolutely clear (in his

first talk upon assuming formal leader-

ship. Yud Shvat 5711): 

Cont’d

2 .  i n t e G r a t i o n

an underlying thread runs through and

unites all the details of our lives.

the second principle is unity, which

means that your life is not just a 

composite of many fragments, but every

piece is part of one unifying mosaic. at

times life may appear splintered. but 

always know that an underlying script

connects all the dots – every moment and

space, every detail, of your life. We call it 

hashgacha pratis, divine providence.

Sometimes you may see the picture

emerge only in retrospect, but there’s an

order to your life. Why are you here just

now? Who are you going to meet later

today or tomorrow? Where will you travel

to in the next few days? Who will you 

encounter? Some things may seem 

random, yet you have been led there, 

because that is exactly where you need to

be at that moment to finish the unifying

circle of your life. it’s not our man-made

plans that make the difference. Some-

times the most special experiences in life

are the spontaneous events that happen

when you are unprepared. be open to the 

opportunities that come your way. 

this integrated approach to life counters

the fragmentation and compartmental-

ization that so many of us suffer from

today. a multitude of forces tug us in all

different directions. always look for the

unifying thread that runs through our
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ago no one suddenly argued, “the rebbe’s

not here. the boss is not here (at least

physically), so i quit.” because the rebbe

cultivated leaders, not followers, proac-

tive innovators, not passive bystanders.

the rebbe empowered us to feel the 

personal responsibility of continuing our

vital work. We are not hired guns; each of

us is forever bound with the institutions,

schools and communities that we build.

the place you were sent to is for life.

intrinsic to the rebbe’s leadership style

was to instill confidence and empower

Cont’d

“our faith demands that everyone must

do good on their own, and not depend on

their rebbe. don’t deceive yourselves into

thinking that i will lead and you will suf-

fice with singing songs and toasting

“l’chaim” and that that will be enough.

each of you has your own load, your own

battle. i do not decline from helping, but

nothing – even heaven – can replace per-

sonal responsibility.”

Why do you think chabad continues to

thrive today, despite it being 16 years

after Gimmel tammuz? because 16 years

g

What Is a Rebbe? 
A Friend
at the encouragement of others, a 

psychologist came to see the rebbe. at 

outset of their meeting, the psychologist

was not saying much.  the rebbe asked him

if he had anything on his mind, to which he

replied, “not really.” “So, why are you

here?” the rebbe inquired.  the professor

responded, “i really don’t know why i’m

here. i was told by a few people that it’s 

important to come to see you.  So i said,

why not?  i’m in new York; i might as well.”

the rebbe said, “You know, i’m not 

comfortable with someone sitting here who

doesn’t want to be here. but since you’re

already here, there is a concept called hash-

gacha pratis, divine providence, which

states that everything has a reason and

purpose. there’s surely a reason why we

are meeting.  maybe you have something to

ask, something to share?”

the psychologist replied, “okay.  i have a

question. Why am i here? Who are you?

What is a rebbe?” the rebbe turned seri-

ous and said to him, “i’ll tell you. a rebbe

is a friend.”  the man looked at the rebbe,

anticipating hearing something more, but

the rebbe didn’t continue. Perplexed, the

psychologist asked the rebbe: “a friend – is

that it?  i have many friends.” the rebbe

replied, “allow me to define what a friend

is, and then you’ll tell me how many friends

you have.”

the rebbe explained, “a friend is somebody

who you can speak to as you speak to your-

self – no defenses, no fear of judgment, no

condescension, heart to heart as you speak

to yourself, absolute trust. tell me, how

many friends like that do you have?” the

fellow said,”‘i don’t have any such friends.

i don’t think many people have friends like

that.” the rebbe continued, “that’s what a

rebbe is. a true trusting friend. all the lay-

ers, all the masks that we put up to ma-

neuver and negotiate the world, disappear

when you’re with a rebbe.” 

g
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own unique light. don’t just give them

facts and answers, give them tools and

methodologies, which will allow them to

resolve future challenges even when the

teacher may not be available).

indeed, in the last behaalotcho talk that

the rebbe edited (1991), we asked the

rebbe a question regarding something

that he had said in his talk. the rebbe

replied – this is the only time that the

rebbe ever answered this way: “the 

entire theme of this farbrengen was 

shalheves oleh m’aleho (the flames rising

on their own), and you’re asking me to

answer your questions?”

a true teacher teaches a student tools,

methodology, not just knowledge. So even

when you are, so to speak, not in his pres-

ence, you have the tools. You’re an adult;

you’re not a child running and waiting

blindly, “what do i do next?” that’s an un-

believable art and skill. any leader that

can train people in this manner, ensures

an impact that will perpetuate forever.

4 .  P e r S i S t e n c e

the key to all success is never to stop a

good thing. Keep at it, relentlessly, and

you will prevail. 

the fourth principle is persistence. if you

start something good, never stop it. How

many great things never came to be sim-

ply because people got lazy or just gave

up? Small little things, little moves that

you don’t even always notice – stick with

Cont’d

others to lead the way. the rebbe would

often not answer a question and would

not get intervene, even in disputes which

he could resolve. “Solve it, work it out

yourselves. find objective parties to 

mediate,” were common answers from

the rebbe to those seeking advice in 

conflict resolution. restraint is the 

wisdom of a true leader. Knowing when

not to intervene so as not stunt the

growth and confidence of the student.

allow your child to learn to walk on his

own. Yes, be there for the child; show him

that you are there to support him, but

don’t allow your misplaced compassion to

stop him from walking on his own feet.

(obviously, even as we are “on our own”

we derive energy from the rebbe, but the

energy manifests through our efforts).

Shluchim make decisions on a daily basis

– based on the rebbe’s directives, but still,

this decision making requires effort and

anlysis in assessing the situation on loca-

tion.

a favorite expression of the rebbe 

capturing this theme is rashi’s statement

at the beginning of the torah portion of 

behaalotcho: raise the flames, we are

commanded, not just kindle them. When

lighting of the menorah the high priest

was required to wait until the “flames rise

on their own.” this a lesson in all of life:

When educating, inspiring, guiding your

student, your child, anyone you come in

contact with – make sure that you don’t

just give them light, but that they can

burn and rise on their own – with their
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all kinds of controversy; fraught with

stereotypes. but let’s think of it in simple

terms. for thousands of years our ances-

tors paid a steep price to live virtuous

lives and often dying for their beliefs, for

their commitments and mitzvos. Was it all

to waste? did their mitzvos die with

them? a very big question.

imagine your child asking you this ques-

tion: “if at the end of life

we are all buried in the

same ground, what differ-

ence is there if i live a life

of virtue or vice? Who

cares?” the usual answers

given to this include: “it’s

the right thing to do. it’s

morality. G-d said so.” but

are these answers ade-

quate?

the true answer is this: Your life choices

matter because the good deed never dies.

a mitzvah is forever. and the journey con-

tinues even after death, even as history

rolls on, and will reach a final destination.

if there was no destination then one

could strongly argue that there is no en-

during power to a life of virtue. but since

there is a destination – our lives are head-

ing somewhere – then every act we do is

either helping pave the road to the desti-

nation or, G-d forbid, not.

all the sacrifices made by avraham,

Yitzchak, Yaakov, Sarah, rivka, rachel,

leah – and all the countless people whose

names we don’t know – all the prices paid

by our parents and grandparents – lives

Cont’d

it and you cannot believe the impact it

will have. 

look at the rebbe, himself – farbrengen

after farbrengen he would pour his heart

out. He would repeat different themes

countless times. His patience was leg-

endary, and his persistence relentless.

though he would often complain, “i’ve

said this so many times and still to no ef-

fect” – the rebbe never

gave up on us. the rebbe

knew and taught us the 

secret power of water

drops. as in the famous

story of rabbi akiva, who

wondered whether a 40

year old like himself can

ever begin studying torah.

until he observed water

dripping onto a stone, and

he noticed a perfect hole bored through

the stone. leading him to appreciate the

power of persistence: drop by drop the

water ultimately pierces even a hard

stone. 

Persistence – try it out. then see what

kind of accumulative impact it has.

5 .  d e S t i n a t i o n

all our actions are leading to a destina-

tion. Keeping our eye on the destination

infuses each step in that direction with

profound urgency. 

and, finally, the fifth principle: destina-

tion. the word moshiach is embroiled in

the sheer volume of

the rebbe’s output

is simply incredible.

We literally have

hundreds of 

thousands of pages

that address every

life issue from a-z. 
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on forever. every mitzvah they performed

created another eternal building block.

these building blocks accumulated over

the generations, slowly but consistently,

building up a great giant structure. until

the day comes – and the rebbe tells us

that the day is here – when this enormous

amount of positive energy will erupt

creating an enormous surge, bringing on

a spiritual revolution that will transform

the universe into a world of peace and

harmony.

Knowing about this destination is critical

to the effort, justifying the struggles and

making the hard work and the entire

journey worth the effort. When we know

the journey is not endless and that every

act we do is leading us to this destination,

it infuses each step of the way with confi-

dence and spirit to forge ahead. think of

the difference between fighting a battle

haunted by the doubt that it may never

end, or fighting a battle that you know

will surely end and you contribute in

bringing it to fruition. 

History is a long marathon. every gener-

ation carried the baton for its leg of the

race. the rebbe declared that we are the

seventh generation that is charged with

carrying the baton to the finish line. We

are but like midgets standing on the

shoulders of giants; mere midgets, but

standing on the accumulative shoulders

of those before us, we can see farther

than they, precisely because we stand on

their shoulders.

How to communicate
one of the most phenomenal aspects of the

rebbe’s personality was his effectiveness as

a communicator and motivator. the untold

thousands who were privileged to meet and

correspond with him personally, all felt the

rebbe’s ability to relate to them in a most

personal and individual manner. no matter

that he or she was but one of the many

hundreds to meet with the rebbe for a

brief minute or two that night; no matter

that his or her letter was all but lost in the

three mail sacks that daily arrived at the

rebbe’s office—the rebbe would immedi-

ately focus upon their individual situation,

address their needs and abilities, and 

proceed to enlist them in his relentless 

efforts on behalf of the Jewish people and

of all humanity.

in all communication the most critical com-

ponent is the effect you have on the person

you are speaking with. Your intentions and

brilliance is not the focus; the key is

whether you are reaching the other person.

even if you are saying the greatest things,

but if they don’t touch the other person,

then it is a clear sign that you have not

communicated effectively, that you did not

speak words coming form your heart.

often, when the rebbe would present a 

directive he would say: “repeat it in my

name or not in my name. Whatever will

most impact the other person.” the 

bottom line is the effect.” one of the

biggest stereotypes when it comes to 

Cont’d

Cont’d
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destination. this means that every thing

that we do is infused, not just as “i’m

doing a good thing right now” – but as

something more. it has an impact on the

world and a cumulative one. each one of

us must offer our indispensable contribu-

tion. like musical notes – each one of us

playing our note accumulatively creates a

symphony where we are both indispensa-

ble in what we have to play and also com-

plements each other because none of us

can do it alone.

among all the thousands of the rebbe’s

teachings the one that stand out most is

focusing on the destination: a vision and

model for life in the future, which 

informs and shapes how we live in the

present. How keeping our eye on the 

destination infuses each step in that 

direction with profound urgency. 

religion in general and Judaism, in particu-

lar, is that the one who’s speaking thinks he

knows better. He assumes a condescending

or even judgmental attitude. of all people,

the rebbe, a tzaddik, had of course the

highest standard. and yet he would always

speak sensitively addressing the specific

person where he or she was at. the wisdom

of sensitivity dictates that you speak to

people where they are, not where you are.

it’s not about you. this is not a showcase,

a platform for you to express your wisdom

and your benevolence in sharing with 

others torah and mitzvos. it’s about help-

ing another – and sharing a resonating and

motivating message.

language, we are taught, is communica-

tion.  it opens up channels.  but language

can also be a trap.  You use a word, and for

you it’s an innocent word, but the other

person hears it as a word that causes him

to go ballistic. the sensitivity is to put

yourself in the shoes of another person. do

not speak by script and rote. Speak to a

person’s heart.  the rebbe was fond of

saying, “devarim ha’yotzim min ha’lev,

nichnasim al ha’lev,” words that come from

the heart enter the heart.  if they come out

of the mouth or the brain, they go into one

ear and out the other.

g
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the rebbe’s personal journals, thousands

of hours of private audiences and other

platforms through which the rebbe ex-

pressed himself. 

most amazing is that all these teachings –

beyond their brilliant erudition and

scholarship – are notable

for their relevance, their

personal relevance to

our lives – to you, to me

to all of our friends, fam-

ilies and communities, to

all people of this world.

they offer us a vast and

diverse blueprint ad-

dressing virtually every

possible issue that hu-

mans face – on all fronts:

personal, psychological,

political, scientific and historical.

this is not a miraculous feat. through his

entire life the rebbe was concerned with

the human condition. the rebbe dedi-

cated his entire being to probe the torah

and find within it direction and guidance

for all the issues facing the people of our

generation. 

We may not understand the significance

of Gimmel tammuz – the “why?” but we

know the “what” – what the rebbe would

tell us we must do: to intensify like never

PAGE 13
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T
hese are just five powerful princi-

ples taught by the rebbe, which

can radically impact our perspec-

tive on life, torah and Judaism. but as a

true visionary, it’s quite obvious that the

rebbe’s teachings – virtually thousands

upon thousands of pages –

offer many more vital les-

sons applied to our per-

sonal lives, helping us face

our present challenges.

Perhaps the most appro-

priate resolution we can

make in connection with

Gimmel tammuz is to

commit to begin studying

the rebbe’s teachings on a

consistent basis, with the

specific objective of comb-

ing through these wealthy treasures and

finding relevant messages that speak to

our individual life situations.

the sheer volume of the rebbe’s output

is simply incredible. We literally have hun-

dreds of thousands of pages that address

every life issue from a-z. at times, the

rebbe’s farbrengens would go on for

seven or eight hours! from 1950 to 1992

the rebbe delivered over 3000 farbren-

gens. not to mention over 30 volumes of

correspondence, hundred of thousands of

personal answers, hundreds of pages of

the rebbe dedicated

his entire being to

probe the torah 

and find within it 

direction and 

guidance for all the

issues facing 

the people of our

generation.  

reSolution: Probe tHe rebbe’S teacHinGS 
for releVant meSSaGeS to our liVeS
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before our commitment to the rebbe’s

teachings and directives. 

So on this 16th anniversary of the sig-

nificant and mysterious Gimmel tam-

muz, let us all commit, to delve into

these teachings and discover answers to

questions that each of us is grappling

with. Whether it is a personal issue, or

one affecting our families, relation-

ships, work, or other questions – the

rebbe’s thoughts have answers for us.

let us each bring to the table our

dilemma and challenge ourselves to

find and answer in the rebbe’s words.

“Here’s my dilemma. can i find an an-

swer in the rebbe’s talks for this?” i

guarantee you that with a bit of effort,

you’ll find a true and relevant answer,

not a generic one, to the issue you are

struggling with!

there are three types of people: those

that make things happen, those that

watch things happen and those that ask

“what happened?” the rebbe taught us

that each of us, with our indispensable

mission, can and must make things

happen. not passively watch or wait for

things to happen, but to initiate and

generate forward movement. 

on this unique day, let us recommit to

the rebbe’s five principles – discover

your mission, integrate, initiate, 

persist, and above all: keep your eyes

on the destination, and let our actions

lead us to the final redemption, with

moshiach tzidkeinu. R
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To Rebuke Or Not?
The Secret  to Effective 
Communication
rav tzvi Greenwald, a beloved israeli 

orator and askan (activist), would travel

around israel to inspire Jews in different

communities and kibbutzim, including

many very secular environments. but he

was criticized by many of his religious 

colleagues: “How can you speak to these 

audiences, many of them anti-religious and

even outright hostile, without saying some

words of rebuke? by not criticizing them

you in effect are allowing them to think

that you endorse their secular and anti-

religious lifestyle.” 

rav tzvi at this point – this was back in the

60’s – had never been by the rebbe, but he

was a devoted follower of the rebbe’s

teachings and directives. as such, he told

his critics: “listen, my understanding is

that the rebbe wants us to visit these Jews
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and speak to them in a loving and inspiring

way. i follow only the path that my rebbe

has laid out for us. i believe that the

rebbe’s way is not with rebuke and nega-

tivity.” a while later, in 1967, rav tzvi 

traveled for the first time to new York to

spend the holidays with the rebbe. before

returning back to israel he had the oppor-

tunity to go into yechidus, for a private 

audience with the rebbe. He decided that

this was a good opportunity to ask the

rebbe his opinion on the critique he had 

received about his method of speaking with

secular Jews.

rav tzvi wrote a three-page letter, in which

he asked various personal questions, 

requested blessings for his family and other

individuals etc. at the end of his note, at

the bottom of page 3, he concluded with

the question whether his positive approach

is a correct one, because there are some

who are suggesting that this approach is

not appropriate and he should be repri-

manding those who do not follow a torah-

observant lifestyle.

after scanning the entire letter, the rebbe

looked up and responded only to rav tzvi’s

final question (without addressing every-

thing else he wrote in his long letter). the

rebbe raised his hand and said to rav tzvi:

“nu, oib du vest mit zei azoi redden, vos vet

zayn? du vest oifboyen a vant, a chomeh,

tzevishin zich mit zei, azoi az zei velen dir

nit velen oder kenen heren. du bist dort

gekumen nit zei tzu zogen ver zai zaynen.

dos veisen zai on dir. du bist zai gekumen

dertzeilen vos du host zai tzu geben…”

“What will be if you speak this way [with

words of rebuke]? You’ll build up a wall 

between you and them and there will be no

communication, they will be unable or 

unwilling to hear you. You came to this

place not to tell them who they are. they

know who they are. You’re coming to tell

them what you have to offer to them to 

actualize their potential and become

greater people.”

“You came to this place not to tell them

who they are. they know who they are.

You’re coming to tell them what you can

offer them to actualize their potential 

and become greater people.”
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blueprint for life, consisting of knowledge

and information given to all people to

guide them in finding their way in this

world. as such, torah is free. no one has

monopoly on torah and no one can de-

mand ‘royalties’ for its study. indeed, the

talmud says that every child is taught the

torah in its mother’s womb during preg-

nancy; in each of our psyches is ingrained

the divine will and wisdom –

all the tolls that we will need

for our life’s journey.

this powerful fact can be ap-

preciated by seeing the effects

of the converse approach.

“from my enemies i become

wise.” Whenever a fascist or

totalitarian regime comes to

power, the first thing it 

establishes is a ‘bureau of

truth and information.’ Why, because to

control a population you need to control

the minds of the people. ‘Propaganda’ is

what they call it. With this, the regime will 

control the media and the airwaves, to 

ensure that the people hear and see only

the information that the leaders want to

convey. free press – the free flow of 

information is anathema and definite 

suicide to any dictatorial power. as

thomas Jefferson said, that given the

Korach vs. bureaucratic Hierarchies

‘Why do we need a leader’ is the precise

theme of Parshas Korach. Korach and his

cronies challenge moshe with the follow-

ing argument: “all the people in the 

community are holy, and G-d is with

them. Why are you setting yourselves

above G-d’s congregation?”

the fact that Korach’s argument is docu-

mented for posterity is proof

that his position has merit. 

indeed, Korach was a ‘pikach,’

a wise man. thus his argument

is not to be easily dismissed; 

it is a wise viewpoint that 

requires deliberation and con-

sideration.

Korach was essentially arguing

against bureaucratic hierar-

chies. the torah and Judaism are built on

the firm and unwavering principle that all

people have a divine soul (created in the

“image of G-d”), and by that virtue have

direct access to G-d at all times. Where

then, Korach asked, is there room for

leaders that are “above G-d’s congrega-

tion”.

no one individual owns the torah. it 

belongs to all people. Why, because torah

is not a product for marketing, nor is it a

corporation. torah is divine truth – a

W h Y  D O  W E  N E E D  A  R E B B E ?

free press – 

the free flow of 

information is

anathema and 

definite suicide

to any dictatorial

power. 

Cont’d
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given my truth to all of you, and you each

have access to it.” incredible fact. the

bible – the torah – is the biggest best

seller in history. Yet, no one owns it. no

one can claim royalties for it!

and the torah was passed on from gen-

eration to generation, in an unbroken

chain, with no corporate transitions and

bureaucratic infrastructures. moses did

not appoint a ‘board of di-

rectors’ and a new “ceo.”

moses left us the torah and

his students, and so it con-

tinued from generation to

generation. as delineated in

the Pirkei avot (ethics of

the fathers): “moses re-

ceived the torah from Sinai

and passed it on to Joshua;

Joshua to the elders; the

elders to the Prophets…”. 

a true leader

What then was Korach’s mistake, and

grave mistake at that? His argument

seems plausible and even true. What is the

answer to his question: Why do we need

leaders, and what will prevent them from

abusing their power?

Korach’s serious error was in his under-

standing of the nature of a true leader. in

his mind a leader meant a powerful per-

son who serves as a human intermediary

between G-d and the people, between the

choice, he would choose a free press to

free government. because without a free

press there is no free government.

Whenever you hear that there is a 

“bureau of truth and information,” rest

assured that it neither ‘truth’ nor ‘infor-

mation’…

Korach argued just that. “all the people

in the community are holy, and G-d is

with them. Why are you set-

ting yourselves above G-d’s

congregation.” Why do we

need leaders and teachers

and run the risk of abuse. as

we have so often seen, lately

as well, how so called ‘au-

thorities’ have abused their

position, and have not

taught the pure truth, but

their distorted version of

the truth. How many people have been

hurt by innocently believing in their

teachers, only later (some later than oth-

ers, and some have yet) to find out how

those teachers misrepresented the truth?!

So Korach argued, why risk it? torah was

given by G-d to all the people, and they

are all holy, why give exclusive power to

leaders, power that can be abused?!

3322 years ago the torah was given in

the Sinai wilderness precisely to pre-empt

the possibility of fascist abuse. by giving

the torah in a wilderness, which is no-

mans’ land, G-d was telling us that “no

one city can lay claim to the torah. i have

torah was given by

G-d to all the people,

and they are all

holy, why give 

exclusive power to

leaders, power that

can be abused?!

Cont’d
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whelmed by material life, we have our

egos and personalities that get in the way

to accessing G-d and the torah’s truth.

We need a selfless leader, a teacher to

guide us and show us the way to access

our souls and G-d. and when moses guides

us he does not show us how he (moses)

accesses G-d, but he shows

us how we have direct 

access to G-d through our

divine souls.

the true leader, in other

words, is not an intermedi-

ary that stands in the way

between us and G-d; his self-

lessness and bittul allows

him to be a transparent

channel in helping us con-

nect to G-d in our own

unique way. a true teacher

does not teach you his own truth, he

teaches you that it is a Higher truth and

that it belongs to you as much as it does

to the teacher. the true teacher has no

ego, he recognizes at all times that he is

merely a messenger passing on truth

from a greater place. indeed, the greatest

title of a torah scholar is not “chacham,”

a wise person, but “talmid chacham,” the

student of a wise person. the scholar 

always feels the bittul that he is merely a

student of divine wisdom. “reishis

chohma yiras Hashem” (the beginning

and foundation of wisdom is awe of G-d).

torah’s truth and the students. He

thought that a leader is defined by his

strengths – his wisdom, his charisma, his

wealth, all the qualities necessary to lead

a large group of individuals.

a true leader is precisely the opposite. He

is defined not by what he is, but by what

he is not. the single most

important quality of a true

leader is: bittul – humility

(“moses was the most hum-

ble among all people on

earth”). He is invisible, and

therefore becomes a vehicle

(merkavah) to G-dliness; he

is a living example and the

epitome of how G-d wants a

person to be. 

deifying individuals is

anathema to Judaism. idola-

try is a cardinal sin. We only worship G-d

and G-d alone. the greatness of a tzad-

dik, a rebbe, a moses is not the power of

the individual, but the power of G-d that

is working through that person. indeed,

there cannot be even the slightest tinge

of individual ego or personality that gets

in the way and does not allow the inher-

ent G-dliness to shine through.

and the reason we need moses, and a

moses in each generation (moses passed

on the torah to Joshua, etc.), is because

we as individuals are consumed and over-

...as individuals are

consumed and 

overwhelmed by 

material life, we

have our egos and

personalities that

get in the way to 

accessing G-d and

the torah’s truth.

Cont’d
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cisely because he did not want the job,

and because he would not speak his own

words; he would speak G-d’s words.

this type of leader was completely new to

Korach and his men. no one had ever met

a leader like that. So they challenged the

very concept based on their limited expe-

rience. but as a result of their argument

we gain a new understanding

of the nature of a true

leader. this is the value of

torah relating to us the

story of Korach, and we owe

Korach a great debt for 

allowing the role of true

leadership to be clarified for

us, and exposing the distor-

tions of false leadership.

the rebbe; our leader

this story offers us a very relevant 

message today.

many of us are simply skeptical about a

true leader – a rebbe – because we never

met one. the so-called ‘leaders’ around us

– political, business, sports, entertainment

– are essentially at best nothing more

that good administrators, or people

driven by aggressive ambition that 

allowed them to climb the leadership 

ladder. this is without even addressing

the rampant corruption surrounding

leaders that we are all aware and 

reminded of continuously.

Korach’s reasoning was accurate in the

fact that all people are holy and have di-

rect access to G-d. there was also justifi-

cation in his questioning the role of

leadership, exposing its potential abuse

and distortions. that is why the torah

documents Korach’s argument.

but even if his arguments had merit, 

Korach’s intentions were

wrong. indeed, though 

he challenged moses’ 

leadership, he demanded

leadership for himself (very

reminiscent of the fact that

though communism theo-

retically argues the equality

of all classes, communist

leaders were the most 

notorious abusers of 

leadership) – all the more reason for

needing a true selfless leader!

Korach was absolutely wrong because he

did not understand the true nature of a

leader – one who is totally humble and

selfless. leadership is not about power

and ambition; it is about bittul and self-

lessness. and that is the only reason that

we can trust a true leader, and the reason

G-d trusted moses. When G-d chose moses

to be the leader, moses strongly resisted.

“i am a man of no words” was one of the

many arguments moses offered in refus-

ing to be the leader. G-d replies: “Who

then gives a man the mouth to speak if

not i.” G-d essentially chose moses pre-

...we owe Korach 

a great debt for 

allowing the role 

of true leadership 

to be clarified for 

us, and exposing the 

distortions of 

false leadership.

Cont’d
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in the last sixteen years the world has

changed dramatically, with many more

changes to come. We are desperately in

need of true leadership – and there is no

question that G-d would not challenge us

without providing us with the necessary

tools. even as Korach ques-

tions the role of leader, the

continuing torah portion pro-

vides us with the power to find

the answer, that yes, we need a

leader, and yes, moses is G-d’s

chosen leader.

We turn to our rebbe and his

teachings – explaining the

times in which we live from a

torah perspective – to make sense of the

unsettling events surrounding us today.

and we find enormous strength and clar-

ity in the torah vision.

We each are challenged today to answer

Korach’s argument. if we do not want to

be left floundering amidst countless ques-

tions in an increasingly confusing world,

it behooves us to turn to moses and his

teachings for hope and direction. We need

to discover the selfless leader that can

help us see through the haze.

oh, how we are in need for such a leader

today…

many of us, however, had the distinct

privilege and honor to meet such a leader.

a G-dly man entirely dedicated to the

Higher cause. His name was rabbi men-

achem mendel Schneerson. or simply: the

rebbe – the leader.

as a true leader, humility

was his personality. a man in

whose presence you felt not

him, but yourself – you felt

that you belong, that you

matter and have an indis-

pensable contribution to

make in this world.

With all the current upheaval

in a world that is rapidly

changing right before our eyes, the void

of true leadership is glaringly obvious.

from the rebbe we learned how to access

our own souls. We learned how to access

the torah – thousands of years of history

and scholarship – to understand our lives

today and the forces reshaping our geo-

political as well as our psycho-spiritual

landscapes.

on motzei Shabbat Parshat Korach, Sat-

urday night of tammuz 3 5754 (June 12,

1994), Korach’s challenge to moses man-

ifested itself. We have all been challenged

to understand the role of a rebbe-leader

in our lives today.

We turn to our

rebbe and his 

teachings – 

explaining the 

times in which 

we live from a 

torah perspective 

5
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What more can i do? i have done all i

can to bring the world to truly 

demand and clamor for the redemp-

tion. but it seems that all my efforts

have been in vain. We are still in exile

and, more significantly, in an internal

galut of clouded vision and distorted

priorities.

i have done all i can. i am handing

over the task to you: do everything in

your power to bring our righteous 

redeemer, immediately!

it is not sufficient to mouth slogans.

You must take action. it is my fervent

hope that amongst you there will be

found one, two or three people who

will figure out what to do and how to

do it.

i'm leaving it to you. it is up to each

and every one of you to bring about

the redemption. it is in your hands to

bring moshiach.”

on thursday evening, nissan 27,

5751 (april 11, 1991), the rebbe 

issued this impassioned call to his 

followers and to the entire Jewish

and world community. this unusu-

ally strongly worded message, and

the anguished voice in which it was

delivered, shocked and roused his

chassidim to a heightened initiative

in the rebbe's campaign to bring the

world to an awareness of and 

preparedness for the redemption.

“How is it that moshiach has still not

come? Why are we still in a state of

galut (exile)? 

Why is our world still a place in which

evil and suffering still prevail?

Why is it acceptable that the 

redemption should not come

tonight, nor tomorrow, nor the day

after, G-d forbid? the Jewish nation

are "a stiff-necked people." Were

there to be found even a few individ-

uals who would adamantly insist on

bringing moshiach, he would have

certainly long arrived!

I  h A V E  D O N E  A L L  I  C A N


